


Grandorse aims 
for the top …

… and has lots to 
offer the equestrian 
industry

GRANDORSE is THE international equestrian hotspot in 
the equestrian province of the Netherlands: Limburg. 
Situated in Kronenberg, a beautiful village in the municipality 
of Horst aan de Maas, equestrian sport takes centre stage. 
The international top thrives in this area.

GRANDORSE stands for greatness, grandeur, allure, 
strength and elegance. GRANDORSE enables equestrian 
athletes to reach their full potential. The beautiful facilities, the 
organizational strength of the various partners and the location 
are an excellent basis for your equestrian business!



Grandorse’s origins

GRANDORSE
offers a unique 
business climate!

Grandorse is unique! Set in a beautiful rural and green area of 250 hectares 
you can find everything that equestrian entrepreneurs and athletes require. 
The municipality of Horst aan de Maas talks about ‘top horse facilities’ for a 
good reason. Grandorse provides up-and-coming talent as well as established 
international top riders the ultimate location that will inspire all.
 

Grandorse offers the following facilities:

Every year various large competitions 
and events are organised at 
Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen 
and on the showgrounds of Grandorse 
for all disciplines of equestrian sport 
such as dressage, jumping, driving and 
eventing. Grandorse offers something 
for everyone!

Grandorse originated from an initiative 
of several well-known equestrians. 
There are many top athletes, trading 
stables, horse farms, breeders and 
(inter)national riders established in the 
area.

Grandorse’s location was chosen for 
a good reason. Grandorse is centrally 
located in a region well known for 
its many professional stables, show 
facilities, riders, breeders and trading 
stables. These local entrepreneurs 
have combined their strengths, 

knowledge and expertise to make 
Grandorse a success. Many good sport 
horses have come from this region. 
Breeding and sport go hand in hand 
here. 

Both the municipality of Horst aan de 
Maas and the province of Limburg 
see enormous opportunities for the 
development of equestrian sports. The 
collaboration between the equestrian 
entrepreneurs and the government will 
lead to a good foundation and breeding 
ground for your equestrian business!

The Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen offers excellent show and training 
facilities with 3 indoor riding halls and 2 outdoor arenas 

An event zone with permanent show and training facilities for various 
equestrian disciplines

An equestrian boulevard with commercial facilities and activities

Various building plots for the establishment of horse farms

Specially constructed bridleways which connect to several horse trail 
routes throughout the region



In the heart of Grandorse lies one of the most complete equestrian accommodations of 
Europe: Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen. Opened in 2016 and already an integral part of 
the equestrian world. The beautiful accommodation offers a stage for regional, national 
and international competitions at the highest level. Competitions are held every weekend, 
including several CSI shows. Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen is also well-suited for the 
daily training of horse and rider .

The inviting restaurant - open daily – is an ideal location for riders and horse traders to 
meet each other. However the venue welcomes all guests and visitors! Equestrian Centre 
de Peelbergen is also a perfect location for non-equestrian events (such as trade fairs and 
concerts) and for meetings, training and coaching sessions, business clubs and conferences. 
There is ample parking space for 600 cars and 150 trucks.

Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen is very popular amongst international 
equestrian athletes thanks to its many superb facilities, which include:

All these facilities combined offer space, peace and quiet. 
An ideal setting to prepare for an event or show. This way 
horse and rider achieve true top performances in the 
beautiful surroundings of De Peelbergen.

Top facilities for
equestrian sports

a central riding hall measuring 120 by 40 meters

two riding halls measuring 75 by 35 meters (one of which is 
multifunctional)

two main outdoor arenas measuring 80 by 50 meters, suitable for 
international competitions

two adjacent warm-up arenas measuring 90 by 30 meters

a covered terrace with views over the various arenas

two large grass arenas

approximately 600 permanent show stalls

facilities for daily training, such as lunge pens and horse walkers.



Grandorse has a unique equestrian event zone. The available top class facilities 
allow various equestrian events to take place, varying from national
competitions to European and World championships. The Grandorse Event zone 
also offers room for national and local events such as Paard & Koets, horse
inspections and regional championships.

For riders and drivers from the various disciplines, excellent show and training 
facilities are available throughout the year, such as:

The equestrian event zone is located in a wooded area within walking distance of 
Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen. The adjacent forest areas are ideal for
organizing eventing and driving competitions or going for a nice hack.
 
Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen, the event zone and the national riding clubs 
have combined their strengths to enable Grandorse to provide a unique and
unparalleled show facility in the Netherlands. All the conditions that the 
international top sets to perform are available. Grandorse thus provides a stage 
for top performances of the highest level.

Versatile Equestrian
Event zone

eight fixed obstacles for driving

fixed and non-fixed eventing obstacles

two large grass arenas

hacking options



Plots for horse farms

Bekijk 3D-ren

 
The horse farms can consist of:

In the northern part, Grandorse offers room to 
establish your horse farm, training stable, trading 
stable, private stable yard etc. All of this in a green 
area with a rural atmosphere. The horse is really at 
the centre of everything here.

Grandorse is the place for 
your equestrian company...

You can arrange the layout of your plot according to your 
own wishes, taking the existing landscape and environment 
into account. The building plots offer privacy in wooded 
surroundings as well as open landscapes with a typically
Dutch agricultural character.

Take a look at the plots

spacious riding hall exercise track

spacious outdoor arena horse walker, lunge pen and/
or aqua trainer

all other necessary facilities 
for you and your horse

farm house

groom apartments

guest house



What do we offer on the 
Equestrian Boulevard:

There are various plots for sale at various sizes, which can be developed 
according to your wishes. The plots may be built up for 30%, the remaining 
area is allocated to green spaces and parking facilities. The plots are 
within walking distance of Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen and have 
direct views of the outdoor show grounds. The hacking routes to and 
from Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen run directly along the equestrian 
boulevard. This way your equestrian related business activities are at the 
centre of the area that hosts year-round events for equestrian athletes 
and horse enthusiasts.
 
Are you interested in a plot? This is your chance: profit from the 
unlimited possibilities that Grandorse has to offer for your equestrian 
related business.

We offer tailor-made solutions
for the development of your plot! 

East of Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen an Equestrian boulevard is being developed. This 
is an economic zone that will feature commercial facilities, businesses and service-oriented 
companies that are directly related to the equestrian industry. Examples of possible businesses 
that can establish themselves here are a veterinary clinic, equine physiotherapy, equestrian 
supplies shop, horse feed specialist, consultancy, transport service, saddlery, etc.

The boulevard is spacious and is located in a green area. This makes the entire development of 
Grandorse an exceptional location within Europe. An area entirely focused on the equestrian 
industry; from sport and recreation to living and working in an international environment. 
Grandorse embodies a complete and new concept for the equestrian world.

… and offers plenty 
of options on the 
Equestrian boulevard



There are approximately 10 plots 
available for your horse farm

1A

1

2A

2

3A

3

The plots vary in size from 3 to 
approximately 6 hectares and are 
located in a rural area with plenty of 
space and natural surroundings.

Plots 1 (a) to 3 (a) and plot 11 are 
situated in a typically open agricultural 
landscape with sweeping views. The 
plots are enclosed by wooded banks
and green zones.

Plots 5 to 10, the ‘forest rooms’ are 
located in a wooded area. The plots 
offer a lot of privacy and are enclosed 
by nature.

The plots may be built up and / or 
paved up to 30% of the total area. 
A green and rural appearance is 
paramount for the allure of the area.

Plot information
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Equestrian Centre
de Peelbergen

Equestrian boulevard

All the plots are directly connected to 
bridleways. They are all connected to 
Equestrian Centre de Peelbergen and 
the event zone, making these easily 
accessible by horse.

Special architectural designs are 
welcomed. The plots provide the 
opportunity to realise a unique and 
distinct accommodation.

The development offers room for 
personal input.

More information?
+31 (0)492 - 52 55 52

Extra information

More online

To give you a good idea of the possibilities a 3D animation 
has been made and a look book for inspiration has been 
created. Here you can see a future vision
of the possible layout for both the plots and the equestrian 
boulevard. The 3D animation can be found on
www.grandorse.com and
www.vansantvoortlandelijkwonen.nl



Grandorse lies in 
the centre of Europe

Antwerpen

Amsterdam
(Schiphol)

Brussel
(Zaventem)

Düsseldorf

Maastricht

Eindhoven

Kempen

Weeze

A67

A73

A73

Grandorse is centrally located in Europe 
in a region where the international 
equestrian sport is well established. 
Germany and Belgium are only a short
distance away and Grandorse is easily 
accessible by various motorways. There 
are several airports within driving 
distance, bringing Europe and the rest of
the world closer. Grandorse is easily 

accessible by road 
and air!
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The municipality of Horst aan de Maas has allowed De 
Peelbergen to grow and flourish as a nature park and a 
recreational area. There is room for new development and 
the possibilities are endless. A bright future in which synergy, 
cooperation and the joining forces of government and 
entrepreneurs is being developed.

There is lots to do in De Peelbergen and at the same time 
there is plenty of attention for the varied flora and fauna. 
Walking, cycling and enjoying the peace and quiet are the core 
activities here. However, the visitor can also make use of a 
wide range of recreational facilities.
A selection of the possibilities:

Amusement park Toverland
A day of fun for young and old with no less than 30 
attractions, various shows and 1 million visitors annually.

Two golf courses 
Peelse Golf, a beautiful course with A-status on the edge of de 
Peel. De Golfhorst is situated on the edge of Grandorse. Here 
hospitality and golf are combined in the heart of the area.

Overnight accommodation 
Many high-quality hotels are situated within the municipality 
of Horst aan de Maas. Additionally, the following 
accommodations are also available: De Schatberg, a versatile 
five-star holiday park which has been a flourishing family-
owned business for over 50 years; and two locations of the 
internationallyoperating Center Parcs: Limburgse Peel and Het 
Meerdal.

De Peelbergen,
unlimited possibilities

De Peelbergen consists of a unique landscape with lots of variation. It is a 
landscape park located between the river Maas and national park De Peel. Nature
experience, recreation and entrepreneurship go hand in hand here.



As ambitious 
as Horst aan de 
Maas is ...

The municipality of Horst aan de Maas 
is a rural municipality that comprises 
16 villages. For years the municipality 
has been committed to agribusiness.
Horst aan de Maas is at the forefront 
of various areas, such as the 
remarkable export of strawberries, 
asparagus, blueberries, mushrooms 
and roses.

The Rosesfestival

In the region Horst aan de Maas is 
an important place for the equestrian 
industry. The municipality of Horst aan 
de Maas has a good business climate 
and is internationally oriented. ‘The 
good life’ is an important part of life 
here, with many restaurants and cafes 
to choose from. The different villages 
each have

There is ample space in Horst aan 
de Maas: totalling 191 square 
kilometres of surface area, this 
is the largest municipality in 
the province of Limburg.

their own charm. The larger villages 
have attractive and inviting village 
centres, with plenty to experience. 
Tourism is an important source of 
income in the municipality and this is 
apparent in the various lodging and 
activity options the area has to offer.

Striking export products



... that is how 
ambitious 
Grandorse is

The development of Grandorse perfectly suits the grand 
ambitions of the municipality of Horst aan de Maas. Grandorse 
is an initiative from the equestrian industry, developed and 
realized together with the government and investors.

This cooperation provides ample opportunities! All facilities for 
equestrian sports, equestrian entrepreneurs, living, working 
and recreation are found here in one location. A total package 
in which rider and horse play a central role . This joint ambition 
offers an excellent opportunity to reach an even higher level.



Will you
join us?
Does this sound exciting to you and would you like to establish 

your horse farm / equestrian company in Grandorse? Call or 

email Dirk van Santvoort, he is the first point of contact for the 

sale of the plots. Thanks to his years of experience in equestrian 

real estate, he knows the possibilities like no other.

dirk@vansantvoort.nl
+31 (0)492 52 55 52

www.vansantvoort.nl
www.vansantvoortlandelijkwonen.nl No hour of life 

is wasted 
that is spent 
in the saddle.

“


